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We Are Ready to Pay Any Sacrifice to Stop
Abay Tsehaye and His Cohorts
Qeerroo Bilisummaa Calls for Revolt In Response to Abay Tsehaye’s Insult of
the Oromo People
One of the leaders of the TPLF/EPRDF regime and an architect of the so called “Addis Ababa
Master Plan”, Abay Tsehaye, has openly insulted the Oromo people and particularly the OPDO
by saying that the “Master Plan” will be put into practice by all means. Filled with contempt and
arrogance, Abay Tsehaye said those who oppose the Master Plan “will be put down” or “face
the consequences”. He proved the long time belief that the so called OPDO is nothing but a
puppet of the TPLF which can be intimidated by a single TPLF individual. The dictatorial Woyane
Ethiopian regime’s leader Abay Tsehaye, who is working as an “advisor” of the Prime Minister
Hailemariam Dessalegn, is one of the TPLF heavy-handed personnel who interfere in all internal
affairs of the nominal so called “Oromia regional government”. He is said to be constantly
harassing and intimidating high ranking OPDO officials and the leaders of the so called Oromia
Regional Administration by calling them into his office. It should be clear that his current insult
of Oromo nationalists and members of the Oromia regional administration is an insult to the
entire Oromo nation. The so called “Master Plan”, which Abay Tsehay and his TPLF hooligans
are trying to shove down into the Oromo people’s throat, is a plan intended to evict Oromo
farmers from their ancestral land and destroy the Oromo identity. It intended to take away
Oromo land without the will of the owners of the land and destroy Oromo language by
incorporating Oromian towns and villages into one big Addis Ababa, the capital city which
should belong to Oromo in the first place. In doing so, Abay Tsehaye and the Tigrayan elites
have a plan to divide Oromia into two: East and West.
In April and May, 2014, Qeerroo Bilisummaa has organized Oromian youth for nationwide
protest against this so called “Master Plan”, in which the regime brutally killed hundreds of
school children and arrested and ruthlessly tortured tens of thousands others. Our people have
already paid the ultimate sacrifice with their blood and the lives of their children. The current
chauvinistic outburst of Abay Tsehaye only reaffirms to us that our struggle should continue
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and that we should pay all necessary sacrifice. We will NEVER let this minority regime dictate its
will upon us. We shall ignite the torch of Revolt Against Subjugation (Fincila Diddaa
Gabrummaa) again and defend our father’s land and dignity. A minority regime will not “put us
down”.
We call upon all Oromo organizations who struggle for freedom of their people to join us in
intensifying the Revolt Against Subjugation. The series of arrogant behaviors demonstrated by
the leaders of the TPLF/EPRDF regime, and the current inflammatory speech and insult by Mr.
Abay Tsehaye, proves time and again that it is impossible to negotiate and work with this
dictatorial and arrogant regime. The Only way forward is to remove this regime through
popular revolt. Stand up for your right! Let’s unite! We call upon all Oromos and other peoples
oppressed the TPLF junta, to get together and fight shoulder to shoulder and remove our
common enemy, get our country back and live in peace and harmony. It is our God given right.
Victory to the Oromo people!
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